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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEMS AND DEFINITIONS OF THE TERMS USED 
The art or chorale harmonization reached its highest 
development especially in the scientific sense in the 371 
chorales or J. s. Bach. But this in no way belittles the 
great number or fine chorale harmonizations by Bach's prede-
cessors and contemporaries. The real structural signifi-
cance and artistic meaning or these harmonizations however, 
are not generally understood in our day, and as lately as in 
1962 a Bach chorale harmonization is labelled as being "homo-
phonic." This term is subsequently defined as "one principal 
melodic line with an accompanying harmonic background, these 
supporting harmonies being subordinate to the melody.nl 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem. It is the purpose of this 
thesis (1) to trace the development or chorale harmonization 
techniques as they are approached in the chorales or Hans Leo 
Hassler, Samuel Scheidt, and J. s. Bach; (2) to analyze and 
to compare the harmonizations or chorales selected by all 
three composers and harmonized in a style typical to each; 
lGordon Goeway and John Kucaba, Understanding Musical 
Form (Dubuque, Iowa: William c. Brown Co., 1962), p. 25. 
2 
(3) to point out chorale harmonization techniques or the 17th 
and 18th centuries, especially those employed by Hassler, 
Scheidt, and J. s. Bach; and (~) to veriry and to demonstrate, 
although in a small degree, the development or the systematic 
approach to harmony, showing especially in Bach's time the 
organizational utilization or proportions and time span divi-
sions. What is to be shown here, however, is likely to be 
quite alien to what the student or music theory reads in the 
assigned textbooks. 
Importance or the study. In the period rrom Hassler 
to Bach inclusive, this systematic approach to harmony within 
a predetermined and unalterable time span underwent a note-
worthy development. In Bach it reached a point where the use 
or proportions, time span divisions, etc., is so complex that 
it almost suggests the work or a modern computer. This prin-
ciple seems to be understood rather generally, except by the 
writers or textbooks on the theory or music. In a recent 
magazine advertisement by a large corporation the following 
statement appeared: 
The musical starr system is one or the rirst scien-
tiric "graphs" evolved by man. It is essentially a time-
frequency-amplitude diagram. The tempered scale which 
Bach helped devjlop, actually a logarithmic series with 
intervals or 12 2 , completely revolutionized Western 
music. 
3 
Bach's Preludes and Fugues are beautiful because Bach 
had the imagination of an artist. They are1valid because he employed the disciplines of a scientist. 
It is the last sentence, applied within the amall dimen-
sions of the chorale harmonization, that this thesis undertakes, 
although in a limited degree, both to verify and demonstrate. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Chorale. In this study the word, chorale, spelled 
with a final e, and accented on the last syllable, is used 
exclusively to mean a hymn tune of the German Protestant 
Church. 
Gregorian Chant and Plainsong. These are used inter-
changeably to designate the liturgical chant of the Roman 
Catholic Church.2 Strictly speaking, Gregorian Chant, named 
after Pope St. Gregory I (590-604), under whom it received 
its final arrangement and codification would exclude the early 
development leading up to the Gregorian period, as well as the 
changes introduced afterwards. 
Plainchant. This term was not used until the 13th 
century when the original tradition of Gregorian rhythm was 
1The Scientific American, March, 1962, p.97. 
2 Cf. Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1947), 
pp. 304 and 586. 
lost and the chant began to be interpreted in uniform values 
of rather long duration, is nevertheless commonly used today 
synonymously with Gregorian Chant.1 
1oxrord Companion to Music. Edited by Percy A. Scholes 
(8th ed.; London: Oxford University Press, 1950), "Plainsong." 
P• 791. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
11The chorale melodies run like a golden thread through 
nearly all of the finest works of German composers. 111 
Commenting upon the influence these melodies played in 
the development of music, Wilson states that from 1524 to 
1750 {the death of J. s. Bach), we see the rise and growth of 
a distinctive school of German music built upon the chorale 
as foundation. Church musicians and musicologists alike rec-
ognize this influence as one of the greatest single factors 
to make a lasting contribution to the development of music as 
an art. 
I. THE INFLUENCE OF THE CHORALE 
The importance of the chorale lies in the central posi-
tion it holds in the German music of the Baroque as the basis 
of numerous cantatas and the whole tradition of the organ 
chorale. Contemporary historians tell us, 11The musical tradi-
tion to which it gave extraordinary impetus not only during 
the 16th but in the later centuries was to be a fundamental 
part of German music •••• n2 
lArchibald w. Wilson, the Chorales {London: The Faith 
Press, Ltd., 1920), P• 6. 
2Edwin Liemohn, The Chorale {Philadelphia: Muhlenberg 
Press, 1953), P• 5. 
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The chorales not only brought about the great wealth 
of organ chorales (Scheidt, Tunder, Buxtehude, Pachelbel, 
Bach), but also won a lasting--though gradually decreas-
ing--influence on the cantata, the chief type of German 
Church music in the Baroque period. Alongside the can-
tata there grew the oratorio and the passion represented 
by a number of composers from Schutz to Bach. 
Commenting on the importance of the chorale to German 
composers, Helen and Clarence Dickinson tell us that many 
German composers used Lutheran chorales as the foundation for 
their great works, and especially the wMarching Song of the 
Reformation," "A Mighty Fortress is our God.w Composers all 
the way from Hans Leo Hassler to Max Reger use it in number-
less choral preludes. We also find it in a chorus in Meyer-
beer's 11Les Huguenots," as the theme of a Raff overture, of 
the Nicolai-Liszt wFestival Overture,w and of Mendelssohn's 
wReformation Symphony.n2 
To the present-day musicians in this country the cho-
rales are best known in their harmonizations by Bach, although 
in the Lutheran churches in Europe the older and simpler har-
monizations are preferred. wBaeh's singular universality makes 
him the crowning high point of Protestant (cantata, passion, 
organ chorale) ••• church music of the Baroque.n3 Those 
1Apel, op. cit., p. 1~8. 
2Helen A. and Clarence Dickinson, Excursions in Music 
History (New York: The H. w. Gray Co., 1917), p. 138. 
3Apel, op. cit., p. 1~9. 
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of Samuel Scheidt who lived a hundred years before Bach show 
that the main elements of Bach's artistic thinking are already 
present in his harmonizations. Willi Apel places him among 
the greatest composers of organ music at that time: 
Among Sweelinck 1 s numerous pupils, Samuel Scheidt (1587-
1654) is the most outstanding (Tabulatura nova of 1624). 
Although somewhat less imaginative than his teacher, par-
ticularly in the field of variation, his fugal compositions, 
liturgical pieces, and particularly organ chorales mark the 
beginning of the new development in German organ music 
which was to last and frow until the death of Bach one hun-
dred years his junior. 
In the period after 1750 the production of significant 
church music became more scarce, and the ensuing history is a 
somewhat thinly spread succession of isolated masterworks 
rather than a continuous development. A historian of the pres-
ent century points out this gradual increase in quantity 
together with a simultaneous decrease in quality: 
While Cruger's Chorales still breathed the collective 
congregational spirit of the liturgical chorale, later 
compositions approached in their individual devotional 
spirit the sacred aria or song. The gradual qualitative 
decline of the chorale composition in the latter part of 
the century coincided with a sharp increase in quantity. 
It is highly characteristic that Bach, whose harmonizations 
represented the peak of the harmonic chorale interpreta-
tion, did not compose any chorales in the orthodox2 sense, and contributed only very few melodies of his own. 
Luther, himself a musician, knew the love that his 
countrymen had for their hymns. Johann Walther and Conrad 
Rupf helped him to gather material for new hymns. The result 
1Apel, op. cit., P• 536. 
2Mantred F. Bukofzer, Music in the Barogue Era. (New 
York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1947), p. 80. 
of their work was the chorale, the foundation of the great 
German School of Music of the 18th and 19th centuries. The 
material for the first hymnal (1524) was selected from some 
of the finest Catholic hymns, Gregorian and Ambrosian melo-
8 
dies, dignified folk melodies, and some original chorales by 
Luther himself. 
II. ORIGIN OF THE CHORALE MELODIES 
The chorale melodies were the outgrowth of many cen-
turies. Their history, even if we leave out of account those 
which are baaed upon the plainsong, goes back to the middle 
ages. Thus, in order to trace the origin of the chorale melo-
dies, we must take a wide survey of music history: 
Luther, steeped in and esteeming the music of the an-
cient Church, was himself the first evangelical hymnist, 
the Ambrose of the Reformation, who equipped the Protes-
tant liturgy with the apparatus of choral song. His 
materials were fourfold: (1) official Latin hymnody; 
(2) pre-Reformation pop~lar hymns; (3) secular folk song; 
and (4) original hymns. 
When Luther set himself the task to provide the means 
for congregational praise, he was able to draw upon a tradi-
tion of ecclesiastical song and a fund of popular hymnody. 
"Between Otfrid of Werssenburg (9th century) and 1518, upwards 
of 1440 German vernacular hymns were written."2 
cians. 
p. 636. 
lH. c. Colles, Grove 1 s Dictionary of Music 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1935), 
and Musi-
Volume I, 
9 
••• in Germany, as elsewhere, short vernacular hymns 
were early admitted into public worship • • • • They were 
the earliest congregational hymns and consisted of a stanza 
or stanzas prefixed to the Kyrie Eleison or Christe Elei-
~· ejaculations which had passed from the Greek into the 
Latin Church especially for festival use. The oldest of 
them dates from the end of the 9th century • • • examples 
of pre-Reformation hymnody are: the Easter, •Christ is 
erstanden,• the Whitsuntide, 1Nun bitten den heilgen, 1 
the Christmas, 1 Gelobet seist du, Jesus Christ,• the Trin-
ity, 1 Das helfen uns die Naman drei, 1 the Good Friday, 
•Gott ward an ein Kreuz geschla 1 n, 1 and the intercessory, 
1Mitten wir im Leben sind.• •••• The Christmas Mystery 
plays also invited vernacular hymns, e.g., the Latin-
German, 1 In Dulci Jubilo 1 and 1Ein Kind geborn zu Bethle-
hem• (Puer Natus in Bethlehem). The best Latin hymns too, 
were frequently translated, e.g., the Te Deum, Gloria in 
Excelsis Deo, Veni Creator Spiritus as well as the Credo, 
Pater Noster, Sanctus and some of the Psalms.l 
German translations of most of the well-known Latin 
hymns needed but little, if any revision before their incor-
poration into the chorale books, and others served as models 
for new versions. The reformers utilized old melodies in two 
ways. First they borrowed great numbers of melodies in their 
entirety, and secondly they made considerable use of old me-
lodic fragments in the composition of new melodies. Catholic 
hymnologists lay great stress on the indebtedness of Evan-
gelical hymnody to plainsong. Dickerson substantiates this 
fact thus: 
Down to about the year 1600 the scientific musician 
always borrowed his themes from older sources--the 
lcolles, op. cit., p. 636. 
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liturgic chant or popular songs--and worked them up int£ 
choral movements according to the laws of counterpoint. 
"As a German song, the chorale also needed a regular 
alternation of stressed and unstressed units, both in its 
words and in melody • tt2 • • In this respect the chorale was 
related to the German folk song, and Luther's musicians did 
not hesitate to avail themselves of this treasure house. The 
melody was retained and only the secular words were replaced 
by religious poetry in a process that the ancients called ~­
trafact or parody. A noted historian cites an interesting 
example: 
The situation was remarkably yet rather typically com-
plex in the case of the famous chorale, •o Haupt voll 
Blut und WUnden. 1 The melody had its origin in Hassler's 
love son6, 1Mein G1mut ist mir verwuret• from the 1Lust-
garten1 (1601), and was spiritualized to the chorale 
1 Herzlich tut mich virlangen 1• The Catholics adopted the 
same tune in the Latin hymn, 'Salve Caput cruentatem•, 
which in turn was translated and paraphrased by Paul Ger-
hardt and thus became 10 Haupt voll Blut und Wunden. 1 
The interaction between secular models and sacred contra-
facts on the one hand, and Protestant and Catholic reper-
tory on the other were very lively throughout the entire 
period.3 
Of the melodies that cannot be traced to pre-Reforma-
tion times a few perhaps may be old ones that have not been 
verified, but the majority, no doubt, were expressly written 
for the Evangelical service. The old supply of hymns was 
1Dickerson, op. cit., p. 127. 
2curt Sachs, Our Musical Heritage (New York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 127. 
3sukofzer, op. cit., p. 80. 
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not adequate, either in number or in spirit. New religious 
poetry demanded a new and revitalized chorale composition. 
"Not all the melodies that we find in the early chorale books 
were divine inspirations; many were vamped up with melodic 
tunes found here and there in folk songs and melodies of the 
Church."1 
"Down to about the year 1600, the scientific musician 
always borrowed his themes from older sources and worked them 
up into choral movements according to laws of counterpoint.n2 
The Reformers utilized old melodies in two ways. Not only did 
they resort to a great number of melodies in their entirety, 
but they employed old melodic fragments in the composition of 
new melodies. How wide this fragmentary use of melodies was, 
it is impossible to say. On the one hand, a melody may be 
derived from some unknown model; on the other hand, a simi-
larity between one melody and another may be purely accidental. 
Another historian describes the "composition" of the chorale 
as follows: 
These chorales or hymn tunes were the most character-
istic feature of the Reformation music. Some of the 
earliest specimens were not 'composed' in the modern 
sense of the term. In fact the word 1 composed 1 origi-
nally meant to arrange or put together. At that period 
it was the fashion to develop long compositions either 
vocal or instrumental, from a theme or cantua firmus, 
1saehs, op. cit., P• 127. 
2Edward Dickerson, Music in the Histor~ of the Western 
Church (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 02), p. 258. 
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which was apt to be a fragment either of a plainsong or 
a folk song melody. These themes were frequently devel-
oped in a most elaborate manner according to certain set 
formulas. While this style of composition was at first 
very stiff and mechanical, it finally evolved into the 
masterly polyphony of J. s. Bach and became the founda-
tion of the modern art of music. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Luther and his musical co-workers arranged the cele-
brated chorales of that period from folk songs or from 
the music of the Roman Catholic liturgy. These melodies 
are in a sense like proverbs, and conform to that apt 
definition of a proverb, 1The wisdom of many expressed 
by the wit of one.• But whatever their source these 
justly famous tunes are marked by devotional earnest-
ness and great dignity. Some seem to have been hewn 
from solid rock, so strong and massive are they, While 
others are of a more intimate and appealing nature. 
The emotional element in music, as we understand it, 
was scarcely yet developed, and even the love song of 
Luther's time was a serious and weighty affair. When we 
recall this fact it is no shock to learn that the won-
drously beautiful melody known as the Passion Chorale to 
1 0 Sacred Head surrounded' was originally a love song to 
the words Mein G1mut ist Mir Verwirret. 
Until comparatively recent times the credit for the 
composition of many chorale melodies has been attributed to 
Martin Luther. Scholars hold that he too "composed" largely 
in the sense of arranging and adapting. Louis Elson sub-
stantiates this fact: "History must deny to Luther the compo-
sition of many of the tunes Which have been ascribed to him. 
One b7 one these songs have been traced to other sources. 
Even 'A Mighty Fortress' has been ascribed to Franc.•2 
lPeter c. Lutkin, Music in the Church (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1944). PP• 11-13. 
2 Louis c. Elson, The History of German Song (Boston: 
New England Conservatory of Music, l903). p. 50. 
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Great stress has been placed on this indebtedness o~ 
evangelical hymnody to plainsong. Since many o~ the Re~orm­
ers were brought up under the inrluence or the Catholic Church 
music, and particularly plainchant, it would be only natural 
that they would resort to this idiom. As indicated previously 
"The rirst hymnal (1524) waa selected from some of the rinest 
Catholic hymns, Gregorian and Ambrosian melodies, digniried 
~olk melodies, and some original chorales by Luther himselr.nl 
We cannot believe that he Who was steeped in Roman 
Catholic Song could have rejected its fine melodies. The 
"Ambrose or the Re~ormation11 equipped the Protestant liturgy 
with the apparatus or choral song. The rich treasure o~ Gre-
gorian song was the earliest source rrom Which Luther drew. 
Three hymns derived ~rom this source are "Nun komm' der Heiden 
Heiland," 11 Christum vir sollen loben schon," and "Komm1 Gott 
Schoprer heiliger Geist." These are respectively translations 
or the Latin hymns 11Veni, Redemptor Gentium," ascribed to St. 
Ambrose, "A solus ortus cardine," written by Sedulius in the 
5th century, and 11Veni Creator Spiritus," ascribed to St. 
Gregory the Great or to Rabanus Maurus, and their melodies are 
Popular versions or the original plainsong. Luther's aim was 
to make or the old melody an easy, popular, congregational 
1Marion Bauer and Ethel Peyser, Hbw Music Grew (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1939), p. 166. 
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hymn tune. The treatment was often drastic. The main outline 
of the original is indeed always reproduced in the new form 
which we find in the chorale books, but in most cases two very 
characteristic features of the old ~usic wholly disappear. By 
the substitution of single notes for the melismata, (groups of 
notes sung to one syllable), the old melodies were shorn of 
their graces of orn~entation. By being brought into strict 
time they lost their rhythmic freedom and variety. Thus we 
have in the Lutheran version of these old plainsong melodies, 
congregational hymn-tunes both popular and dignified of sim-
ple phraseology and well defined rhythm. 
The Mystery Plays Which were so popular in the 14th and 
15th centuries did much to foster the growth of German sacred 
song. These took place at Christmas, Passiontide and Easter. 
III. NATURE OF CHORALE MELODY 
The close of the sixteenth century ushered in an inno-
vation in the musical setting of the chorale which was to 
influence radically the future development of music. Up to 
this time, composers had conceived musical compositions on a 
horizontal plane with the musical material being spun out in 
several melodies performed concurrently. This type of music 
(polyphonic) was capable of only a limited expression and did 
not serve the needs of an era with entirely different musical 
tastes. This gave opportunity for very advanced harmonic 
15 
thinking, and a virtuoso type of harmonic techniques devel-
oped. It became evident that both the choir and the organ had 
to be put to greater use in the interest of congregational 
singing. This required a new type of music--music which would 
be simple and uniform in rhythmic movement. Like so many 
important stages in the development of the chorale, it was 
initiated, not by a professional musician, but by a priest. 
His aim was to assign the melody to the soprano part Where it 
can be easily recognized and to make the accompanying parts 
move with it in the simplest species of counterpoint, note 
against note. In Luther's time it was customary to give the 
melody to the tenor voice and to let the upper voices carry a 
descant or counterpoint to it. Lucas Osiander, in 1586, made 
the decisive change of giving the melody to the highest voices. 
His work is the first in Which the setting of the melodies are 
definitely homophonic. It is thus the prototype of the modern 
hymn book. The principles laid down by Osiander were widely 
adopted. They underlie most of the numerous collections of 
chorale settings brought out at the end of the 16th and begin-
ning of the 17th centuries. Among them is Hans Leo Hassler's 
"Kirchengesange mit vier Stimmen simpliciter gesetzet" of 1608. 
The work of these men, however, did not materially aid 
congregational singing since their interest was mainly in the 
choir. To use the choir in place of the organ in leading con-
gregational singing did not prove particularly effective. The 
16 
transition from the use of the choir to the organ for accom-
panying congregational singing was made gradually as the 
technique of harmonic musical composition grew. At first the 
organ played a stanza alone. This was followed by the congre-
gation singing a stanza alone in unison. This procedure con-
tinued through the remaining stanzas of the chorale. 
One of the earliest successful organ books for accom-
panying congregational singing was published in 1650 by Samuel 
Scheidt. He prepared his tablature book while serving as 
organist at Halle. The work contained 112 settings of one 
hundred melodies in use at that time. It was not long after 
Scheidt's publication was issued that the organ displaced 
entirely the choir as the leader of congregational singing. 
By this time, too, the organ was a well-developed musical 
instrument. While the tradition offered an adequate supply 
of older and more recent settings for the ancient liturgical 
melodies, the new creations of German sacred songs made new 
arrangements a necessity. 
IV. FUNG:riON OF CHORALE HARMONY 
The survival in many of the chorale melodies of the 
influence of the ancient ecclesiastical modes gave the musi-
cians of Germany a greater freedom in the manipulation of 
harmonic relations than was possessed by any other nation 
after the decisive supplanting of the modes by the modern 
17 
scales. Unlike the plainsong of the Catholic Church the 
Lutheran melodies were at once rhythmical and congregational. 
This fact rendered it necessary to wait at the end of each 
line of the hymn until the tardy singers in the body of the 
church had reached the same point as the choir. This expedi-
ent was at first a mere makeshift to get rid of a practical 
difficulty. It brought about, however, the filling up of 
these pauses with instrumental interlude, a practice which not 
only gave new scope to the invention of the organists but 
which eventually suggested the form of those cantata-choruses 
in which some of the greatest music of the world gained expres-
sion. Another peculiarity common to almost all the chorale 
melodies is their fitness for imitative or fugal movement. 
The chorale treated in four-part harmony involved the 
liberation of harmony and no doubt hastened the day when the 
older rules were to be relaxed. Although it is hardly cor-
rect to speak of the chorale as belonging strictly to the 
ecclesiastical modes, yet it conforms in many respects to the 
conventions of the modes, and in none more uniformly than in 
the scheme of the final cadence, in which the final of the 
mode or the key-note, is approached by one descending step. 
In the earliest stages of harmonic treatment, the tonality was 
marked. There must always have been the desire for its def-
inition by the practice of allowing one other part to approach 
the key-note from one step below, thus making a third or a 
18 
sixth with the penultimate note in the modal part. This pair 
· of parts :made up what was called the "clausula vera, 11 and its 
nor.mal dispositi~~ was this: 
.I 
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. In all modes except the phrygian and its plagal c0un-
terpart, the descent upon the final was by a whole tone, and 
the o~her part which must rise to the final by a semitone 
whethe~ the mode naturally contained a semitone here or not, 
combined to form a rudimentary harmonic progression which to 
modern ears conveys the idea of a passage from the dominant 
to the tonic harmony. Long before the days when such progres-
sions were viewed harmonically, the madrigalian writers had 
developed their cadences' from this harmonic germ letting the 
bass fall from dominant to tonic, except in the very rare 
instances where the bass is the modal part. 
In disposing the chorales of his nation in four-part 
harmony, Johann Sebastian Bach made an innovation which at 
the time must have seemed revolutionary. This he did in a 
II 
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long series of cantatas as well as in the set of 371 published 
after his death. He allowed the part which held what is now 
called the leading-note to break the rule of rising to the 
key-note, and to fall either to the dominant or the madiant of 
the key. This occurs with hardly an exception in those chorales, 
and they are by far the most numerous class, which form their 
cadence by descending one degree upon the keynote. 
V. ARTISTIC PROBLEMS OF CHORALE HARMONY 
The one factor which has contributed most to the diver-
sity of musical settings is the fact that these melodies were 
written before our presen~ system of musical notation was 
developed. Any chorale melody written before the close of the 
17th century was most likely written in one of the old Church 
modes instead of our modern major and minor scales. As the 
modern concept or tonality emerged, the old melodies were 
found awkward in certain melodic progressions and were, there-
fore, slightly altered from time to time to fit the new tonal-
ity. 
The greatest changes however came with the introduction 
of measured notation in the late 17th and 18th centuries. The 
use of the bar line which divided the notation into segments 
of equal duration determined by a meter signature, played 
havoc with the notation of the chorale melodies which had come 
into existence previously. ~le poetical meters were devel-
oped long before the time of Luther, the modern concept of 
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musical meters and measures was not achieved until the end of 
the 17th and early 18th centuries. This created problems. 
The consideration of the relationship of poetical and musical 
meters is vital because there must be agreement between the 
accented and unaccented beats in a musical measure. The 
general rhythmic flow of the music should agree with that of 
the text. 
The concept of music had developed considerably since 
the 16th century. Idioms of musical expression have changed. 
The composers of the first century of the Reformation used 
the musical materials available in so far as they had devel-
oped them at that time. If one were to use the original 
versions of 16th century hymn tunes, there would be places 
where one would be torn between feelings of natural rhythmic 
movement and the rhythmic movement the melody calls for. 
Another factor which mark~ a poor hymn is the lack of 
agreement between text and music in mood as well as in accent. 
A wholesale rewriting of the texts would be necessary to 
eliminate all such abuses. As long as we have not only a 
hymn of four or more stanzas sung to a melody, but often up 
to a dozen or more hymns to one melody, some of these dis-
crepancies are almost inevitable. 
The most serious identifiable weaknesses in this phase 
are of two kinds: where the accented and the unaccented beats 
occur respectively in the music; and where the literary verse 
does not come to an ending appropriate to the musical cadence. 
Discrepancies in mood are leas easily pinpointed. 
In his Musikalisk Satslara, Henry Lindroth, Professor 
at the Royal Music High School in Stockholm, Sweden, tells us 
what we should observe in regard to harmonizing chorales. 
The following rules for the melodic contours of the parts are 
to be observed: 
1. Forbidden intervals: sevenths, descending major sixths 
(except within the same ha~ony) and all larger intervals. 
N.B. of the diminished intervals the descending fifth and 
fourth. 
2. Fifth or fourth leap in the bass--twice in the same direc-
tion (up or down)--outlining respectively a ninth or a seventh. 
These are considered unmelodic and should be avoided. 
). Tautalogical movement in the contour in the bass, as with 
other unmelodic or "marking time" (stampande) voice leadings 
must be avoided. Even in the middle voices one must strive 
for the best possible melodic design. 
4• Be careful that the outer voices do not progress by paral• 
lel motion too long--stepwise, contrary motion is the one 
desirable. 
5. At the "ceaur" (fermata) climactic movement is permitted, 
though for the time being not so that cross-relations or par-
allel fifths come about. 
6. When developments in the fo~ of intermediate cadences 
come about, chromaticisms even within the chorale phrase often 
assume the character of a leading-note. 
7. Simultaneous movement of the voices in the same direction, 
except in an authentic cadence or within the same chord, 
should as a matter of principle be avoided in four-part cho-
rale harmonization. Incitental crossing of parts should like-
wise not come about here. 
1Henry Lindroth, Musikalisk Satslara (Malmo, Sweden: 
Allhems Forlag, 1962), P• 74. 
CHAPTER III 
HARMONIC TECHNIQUES--SIX-FOUR CHORD 
Examples of the six-four chord date back as far as the 
13th century.l The 16th and 17th centuries provide the best 
examples clearly defining the conventional use of the six-
four chord, classified according to approach and departure 
in the bass. 
In comparing chorale harmonizations of Hassler, Scheidt 
and J. s. Bach in regard to the use of the six-four chord• we 
find in general that they are used comp~ratively seldom. Has-
sler avoids them altogether. Scheidt prefers the Pedal-point 
six-four more than the other types, and Bach employs the so-
called passing and cadential forms. He uses the six-four 
chord less often than might be expected. 
The following table illustrates the comparative stress 
placed upon types of the six-four chords. 
Types of six-four chords 
Pedal or stationary six-four 
Arpeggiated six-four 
Step-wise six-four 
Passing six-four 
Accented cadential six-four 
Pre-Bach 
Collllllon 
Collllllon 
Collllllon 
Rare 
Rare 
Bach 
Rare 
Less collllllon 
Less collllllon 
Collllllon 
Collllllon 
1Allen Irvine McHose, The Contrapuntal Harmonic Tech-
niques of the 18th Century (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Inc., 1947), P• 91. 
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Bach retains the conventional doubling in the six-four 
eh0rd established by his preaecessors. The bass tone, 
the fifth of the chord, is double& 98% of the time.l 
"If we perceive this elusive vertical formation, that 
is, the six-four chord, in its proper perspective, we will 
deny its existence as an actual chord. ••2 But this statement 
holds true only for the most part as is usually the case when 
we are confronted with the theery of music in the academic 
sense as opposed to practical composition. 
The entire six-four problem originates in the contra-
puntal concept that the in~erval of the 4th between bass and 
upper ~art is invariably a discord. And contrapuntal dis-
cords. require correct resolution. This technicality provides 
the background for the observations that follow. 
Those theorists who exclude the six-four formation from 
strict counterpoint techniques betray the fact that they do 
·not fully understand this elusive chord. If we suppose that 
we are adding a part in second species to the bass, our exam-
ple would look thus: 
.Ex. 2. 
II 
1McHose, opo cit., PP• 94, 95o 
2Hugo Norden, Chorale Harmonization~ 
a Concept of Harmonie Planning. Chapter XXI, An Apgroaeh to p. 62 • 
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After examining this specimen, one might conclude that the 
· second bar implied a six-three on G, and that D was not essen-
tial. Actually, it is simply the use of two concords, 6 - 5. 
Let us now suppose that a second part in fourth species be 
added. Our example would look thus: 
Ex. ). 
I ; 
(b) ( ~ 
At (a) . the 4th is a discord; we prepared it at (b) andre-
solve.d it at (c); all parts at (a) are concordant with the 
bass except the discord. This is necessary. Palestrina exem-
plifies, this: 
EX. 4. P·alestrina 
"Sicut Cervus" 
1 I 
I 
h[J "' _. 
-I r ') I 
4 J--= --~ J I 
L _l.f ..... 
- L•_ 
-I ... . 
When the chord of the six-four is used in this way, that is, 
resolving to a five-three on the same bass note, it is gener-
ally used at the cadences and is, therefore, termed a caden-
tial six-four. 
II 
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Another £ormation or the six-rour results £rom the 
· occurrence or passing-notes on weak accents. Let us £irst 
consider the case in which the bass uses unessential notes. 
Our example would be: 
Ex. 5o 
I I J 
A 
,, 
-
; ~ 
* ~ 401 CJ 
r i 
Consi.dering B and D contrapuntally, they assume the qualities 
or nonharmonie notes., but harmonically, together with the 
essenti~ not G, they form what we would term a passing six-
£our. · 
Before proceeding with the examination or specific 
examples of the six-four chord, we must formulate a general 
rule which will cover all possible situations: 
The interval of a 4th within the two-voiced combina-
tions Bass-Tenor; Bass-Alto; or Bass-Soprano must be se 
constructed that the shorter note is a discord, contra-
puntally speaking, that moves correctly against the 
longer note. That is to say, the note of longer duration 
serves as a cantua firmus against which the shorter note 
functions as a discord.l 
In its normal usage, the familiar cadential rft is a 
highly stylized eliehe in whi~h the bass serves as a cantus 
fir.mus. The voice that contains the 4th moves according 
II 
- • J 
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to either a 2nd or 4th species contrapuntal concept. The 6th 
. is often introduced either as an accented passing-note or a~. 
suspension. · ~ample 6 provides three ill~strationso 
Ex. 6 (1) Wer weiss, wie nahe mir (Bach, No. 204, line 2) 
-- - - -- - .;)1.'-sP·•n::m;m -
I 
I I /"';" 
' 
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u I I I 
.. I 
IJC 
' r 
. .. ~ IY I 
' 
... • • ..1 
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-
...-u.w 
-~~ t' r .. • . _ _., .,. ~,. r I r· I 
-r- T I :u J I ~ J j I J. ( 
' 
I •rl ' I •. .. .. 
-l~ .. ,., . ... 
-· J 
' 
I r . I I Bb Jt\.aJ or: :m: .. ~7 · '% j. · l: ' . :tlt. . 1 
.. c;. Mi,or ; n (d] X\ -~-J. -:t 
(2) Von Gott will ich night lassen (Bach, No. 191, 
~~~=---~r~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~~----------- line 3) 
I 
ri I 
.SutP CPU II I ~ I I I I I /, I 
i~ 
-.- :- ,.. I. "'!' 
' 
no 
I 
I I I r 
' 
\ I I I 
I 1 I J: l J_ l: ~N. 1 I 
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,.,. .. • I 
I 
... r L:lt 
. I 
I Jt~; . :.:: . -~ 1 I " .. . . a :. :I - 1-·- .... J: . -. . 
- 'I ' I I ·-(3) Das neugeborna Kindelein (Bach, No • . i78, line 4) 
. Q. M.lnor1 Y' - r --"' .. 
-I 
_rx: : -.... :r:.J -~·--~~ 
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In (1) of example six we find that the 4th of the 
chord is a suspension while the 6th is a concord. In (2) 
the 4th is, again, a suspension, but in this example the 6th 
is a descending passing-note. In (3), both the 4th and the 
6th are descending passing-notes. We may also bring in the 
oadential six-four formulas of the I chord by means of two 
suspensions. ~en this particular cadential formula is used, 
the rft chord is immediately preceded either by a I triad in 
root position or by a I 6• 
We read in harmony textbooks that the cadential Ift 
must o~eur on an accented note in relation to the V har.mony 
that rollows it, the following three Bach examples demon-
strate ·the reverse rhythmic relationship-:. The feature common 
to all three is the suspension against the V harmony formed 
' 6 by holding over the root of the unaccented I4 chord. 
Ex. 7 .. (1) Es well' uns Gott genadig sein (Bach, Noo 333, line 7) 
-r----- ------. 
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Ex. 7 (continued) 
(2) . Jesu, Jesu, du bist mein (Bach, No. 2~, line 6) __ ...-----'-<".____;,~....;_ _ ___;:.__ _ _.::: _______ t_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... 
' I I 
~1=-~t::=J=--J J J : J._J-J·-J-W 
o/---r- r 1° Q r- r •;. 4--r -)· \~ r- ~ 
,-4- ~ l .I f ii_bl~ j ~j. l _ _ -i-~+Jt__ I ' ~G):r:tc-1 ~ ___ r_9_ .. _1'- -:--- ~:.;_=r f -~·;·-r .z - } ____ f-_\.,_ - · -- -,-1 :Cl--- ·-·-· --r ·-~ -- _-J -- ----..!- . ,..~~-. -- --
c Mino,.: I'--Y'- I 1 JY..' 'I~-· JJ. L/ - .3 
Eb Major: "n :n:' :m:. ' .. 
-- ---- ___ , _ 
(3) Was mein Gott will, das (Bach, No. 265, line 6) 
,------- - - --- -I 
: I 
I I 
l'lj}. J -- -t--- l-'-tj~l-~---·1 _;_ ---1 
1 ~ ~_::: =~- ;.. .JL.::- .:.~·o-=:: • ...;...;;d= "'*~--!-i.- (;11;-.-::-;=:::::==:===r -=.~er-- -1 ~::.·,·~\ -==v= ~ -\ .----t--'~- ,.,-=-.!- 7\ --r--~·----
, h ~N. Bsa.t 1 \i.J 
r1 I l r1 .J.~.'Jl l~l 11 r ' I J , 1' ~- + .J..!- , __ ,.. ~ -+'I:. +. ~~ - , -lJ. ~~~i=~JffJI~:~ft B t :1 ~ ~· ---=-·--==--==--=-~ 
,_ 1 - -L::J-o-- fl - - -- - 1 --------~l 
A ~"jm:Y. :r ·r.. lri ~h ~..... o<> : I 
I. a JMir~oto'. ;rJ~i-vl.' -3-~:J~:- !i-: ~~~--=-- ~-- -~ :r..~~ ~__.;._I_3_1 ____ _ 
I~ illustration (1) of Ex. 7 we note the following ob-
servations. The rft is i~ediately preceded by a I 6 embellished 
by the ascending double passing-note combin~tion (b) in the 
bass and alto parts. The rft itself is without ornamentation. 
In illustration (2) the unaccented I~ chord is pre-
ceded by an unadorned rv6, and is conspicuously embellished 
by a downward auxiliary-note in the bass. 
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Illustration (3), however, is a little more elaborate • 
. I t is ornamented by two different and contrasting dissonant 
effects that ·move in different rhythms. "It must be said 
that the unaccented cadential I~ is exceptional and 0nly sel-
dom encountered."l 
While the cadential Ift has beco~e a stereotyped formula 
which has earned the contempt of many modern composers, it 
can be a vehicle for ingenious and artistic embellishmento 
Example 8 demonstrates a half dozen of such cadences showing 
various kinds of elaboratiops. 
Ex. 8 
. (1) Eins ist not' aeh Herr, dies E[ne (Baeh, No. 280, 
final cadence) 
~ 
.... 
Ji--J J ~ ..., Ji• -
,• U\./" --1hAJ2_o{« r 
il=J ····J;b ~ ---- .. - -f-- -
- .; . - - - - 1--1 • 
-
-# - =-o-- ~ -
-- -
0-o~-•-----1 -
In the above illustration (1) an echappee in the alto 
and a bass auxiliary-note strike simultaneously as a 6th. 
The vertical formation resul~ing and involving all four voices 
produces no intermediate chord. 
lNorden, op. cit., p. 644. 
II 
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Ex. 8 (continued) . 
(2) Ich dank' dir lieber Herre (Bach, No. 212, final 
cadence) 
-
___ _;_-_-_-..:-·--~ 
.-1.----... ---t• -·- --
~-7-z 
Illustration (2) features two contiguous anticipations 
in the alto withcut an7 embellishment elsewhere. 
(3) 0 wei selig seid ihr doch, ihr Frommen (Bach, No. 213, 
final cadence) 
(4) Christus ist erstanden, hat uberwunden (Bach, No. 200, 
line 4) 
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Illustrations (3) and (~} are essentiall7 alike in 
. that they contain the same ornamental material. In (3) it 
is assigned to the alto part in the minor key, and in (4) we 
find the tenor utilizing it in the major key and proceeds 
with further ornamentation in closing. These illustrations 
as well as the following ones do not exhaust the possibili-
ties of ornamentation within the I~ cadential formulao They 
merely offer some suggestions as to the kind of thing that 
can be d.oneo 
·Ex. 8 (continued) 
. (5) Als der gutige Gott (Bach, No. 159, line 2) 
In our first observation of illustration (5) we may 
conclude its resemblance to (2) in the syncopated alto parto 
The difference, however, lies in the sequence of two suspen-
sions in contrast to the anticipations in (2). When heard, 
these two different ornamented cadences bear a strong simi-
larityo 
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Of the above illustrations, (6) alone has the orna-
mentation, an auxiliary-note in the sopranoo 
This cadential formula can be still further embellished 
by the injection of an intermediate chord between Ift and Vo 
Usually', though not necessarily, such an intermediate chord. 
utilizes some form of II harmony, either diatonically or with 
chromatic treatment. In the following illustration a cor-
rectly resolved II~ is achieved by what amounts to accented 
auxiliary-notes in the bass and altQ parts. These are 
accented in relation to the entrance of the V triad, although 
unaccented as regards the Ift. Such ambiguity of rhythmdc 
stress is possible only ip triple rhythm. 
Ex. 9 Erschienen ist der herrliohe Tag (Bach, No. 17, line 2) 
. I --- -- ~ - ~-
=i~ ~ f.l - :ttJ==J-.. __ l_j ~:_·.\ -~=-4fJ.: --- -~ __ j == ~r=-=r · -r- ~r-=r -r-=r~i= ~·-;=t-=r-:: : '* F -
l I ~ 
- j_ J __ J ___ J_ J __ , J ___ d_. --;It ~ = 'd :~:Er-t=r= ~ tif~(!f::= =~f=!~ -!~ =~~ 
I 
b --------
• 
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Pedal-point six-four. 
The familiar pedal-point six-four may be described as 
the formation resulting from combining double auxiliary-notes 
or in tw0 upper voices within a. complete triad which has its 
root doubled. Often this is a I triado 
Ex. 10. 
.---------..., 
I 
Third 1 ; Th:rd $. _ __ _ __ _ _, __ Aux_. ~--· _ ¢_- ----j - ,· ~ \- l .:::.-r ' ---, --· -t===l--o··l ==-•-== - - --- - o - ·- -- o - -- -- - - f-~ ~ :b: -- _:---~·-¥ ___ _ 
Fi Hh , :r . l Fi ·Jh ~.--~~~J ._k_J t ··-===J-==-~ t=- - 1--~ ·q; -- - -.-0_. - · ---~-,0---d - - --
- - --1 I --- " --- ---- I 
----·- • Q --- ~ ----- r-
.D M . I I I l 
0 
'---'-en or: .::or r ..Dt.- -r 
·---- ----
Samuel Scheidt gives us an unusually interesting addi-
tional instance of this in the opening lines of •trch rut' zu 
Dir, Herr Jesu Christ" (GOrlitz Organ Book, Noo 49). 
Ex. 11. 
Ich ruf zu Dir, Herr Jesu Christ (Gorlitz Organ Book, 
No. 49) 
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Norden differentiates between a pedal-point six-four 
chord and a six-four chord over a pedal-point. 
A distinction must be made between a 1 Pedal-point Six-
four• and a 'Six-four over a pedal-point.• The basic 
· dif:ference between the two is that in the latter situa-
tion the Bass is the dissonant note while in the former 
the root of the six-four chord serves as the dissonance. 
Thus, over an extended pedal-point six-four chords may 
be used with eonsiderabll more freedom, both in voice-
leading and in doubling. 
The following example provides several specimens 
wherein, nevertheless, all but one treat the root of the six-
four chord as a passing-note. 
Ex. 12 
{1) Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, der den Tod (Scheidt, 
No. 19). 
-~----~·- {f.Ht---\f.NJ-r · 
- · L~~---J --J·~-~--~-·· ·- ,------11- - --·· -1------ ... - -- --· J-
' . - - ·~- ---~~---=·'--"'-•-· - 0 --- -
- ·--f p-o - o- :_· 
- --- J ___ d_J_ J _l __ J_ J. i' . \ 
~·-- ~- ----· ---·---6 ...ffd· - ·b- - - o o _ .. ,.-o-fl - -
. --=-- -r-,·-~ -•· , 
,. 
II 
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Ex. 12 (continued) 
.. (2) 0 Jesulein suss, 0 Jesulein mild (Scheidt, No. 5, 
line 1) 
(3) Erhalt uns, Herr, bei Deinem Wort (Scheidt, No. 72, 
line 7) 
.. ---
---
-- -----
:J[/-- 0 
.0 
t J:jo 
_J 
::::::0 
--
0 
Bach's treatment of: this pedal-point is a fine exam-
ple of how highly advanced artistry can be applied to a 
basically simply conceived harmonic progression: 
Ex. 13 
Das alte Jahr vergansen ist (Bach, No. 162, line 2) 
Passing six-four chord 
.The passing six-four chord is generally described in 
har.mo~y textbooks as the result .of a triple dissonance 
formed ·by d.o11ble-passing-note combinations or together with 
auxilia~y-notes within a single triad. In both cases the 
three ·upper voices are in triple counterpoint so that the 
following example of six equally correct vertical arrange-
ments are possible. 
--..-. 
0 -- -
-
·- - -o -,___ 
w. r 
-
ftt --N. l~:,.J. 
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Ex. 14 (continued) . 
--~- ~-3) . 
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Actually,, the composers of the great Chorale harmonizations 
do not find this too ussful. Bach makes mGre general use of 
the I~ that results when three passing-notes are inserted 
into the basic progressions of rv6-Ir~. The following are 
three examples of this: 
Ex. 15 (1) Du FriedensfUrst, Herr Jesu Christ (Bach, No. 42, 
line 4.) 
EX. 15 (continued) 
(2) 0 Herzensangst (Bach, No. 173, line 6) 
(3) 0 Herre Gott, dein gottlich Wort (Bach, No. 1~, 
line 5) 
-If: ~r--~~.----~: ot~ 
-P::::: ·(- -- :1 r::r- =: : __ : . :_ =-~ 
-=--=--=-- - ·-- j.:.___ '-=1- -- --- --· 
- -
~ ---- J=(- -#• -- 0 • ----1-- ----- --
_:_:-_-= -- =-· -ff;.~~!-:- t~.:r~~r-= 
.:D Major-~ I_:: ren:-£~ :tr' : r_l·7 r 
- ------ 7 ----
Passing six-rour chords, other than the stylized ones, 
can be produced in numerous ways. They can be maae through 
the use of three, two, or even one passimg-note or auxiliary-
note. ~ample 15, the sixth line of "Ieh dank• dir lieber 
Herre" (Bach, No. 2), contains two interesting six-four 
for.mationso The first one is brought about by passing-notes 
in the three lower voices with the soprano serving as the 
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cantua fir.muso Later in the line--just before the cadence--
·one passing-note in the bass with the aJ. to serving as Cantus 
fir.mus produces a rft between a II~ and a rv7. 
Ex. 16 
Ich dank' dir1 lieber Herre (Bach, No. 2, line 6) 
' 
" 
CHAPTER IV 
DISSONANCES 
It is important to see each dissonant effect in all 
of the situations in which it can occur. Thus we shall be 
better able to maintain complete control over structural 
material as well as to deal skillfully with chords of the 
seventh. This would involve ascending and descending pass• 
ing-notes; the auxiliary-note, downward and upward; the 
suspension; the retardation; the anticipation; the appoggia-
' ' ( tura; and the echappee. S~e Table of Dissonances Available 
within Diatonic Progressions, PP• 41, 42.) 
A suspension effect that is resolved by ascending one 
degree--the so-called Retardation--is virtually non-existent 
in Chorale harmonizations by the beat composers. They do 
use the melodic device of a note being tied and then ascend-
ing. This is often necessary and desirable and can be 
achieved in several ways. Usually these are merely ambigu-
ous situations that can be analyzed as a tie or, by some 
stretch of the imagination, as a Retardation. Samuel 
Scheidt gives us a typical example of this in the closing 
lines of his harmonization of "Vater unser im Himmelreich" 
(The GOrlitz Organ Book, No. 31). 
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Ex. 17 
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Vater unser im Himmelreich (Gorlitz Organ Book, 
No. 31) 
The tied notes in the tenor can be considered either 
as chord tones or as retardations as indicated by the double 
analysis. These tied notes are devised to produce a series 
of fifths between the bass and tenor that occur at the begin-
ning of ,each half-note. Example 17 shows how this unusual 
4th species counterpoint operates. 
Exo 19 
The above series of 5ths, which would be considered 
objectionable in a beginner's counterpoint exercise, is not 
uncommon in passages featuring a sequence of Retardation ef-
fectso The third line of Scheidt "Nun komm, der ·Heiden 
Heiland.," is an effective harmonizatio which contains this 
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type of eounterpointo Here, (Ex. 19) we have a series of 
five 5ths between bass and soprano, and two octaves between 
bass and alto. There is also a pair of 5ths between alto 
and soprano. 
:Ex. 20 
"Nun komm, dar Heiden Heiland," (Scheidt, line 3) 
The following example (Ex. 21) presents an ambiguGus 
situation which may be analyzed both as a retardation or a 
tie. This is .found in the four-note line of 11Christ ist 
erst~::n.d.en.tt 
Ex. 21 
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The Anticipation 
The anticipation is employed less frequently t~an the 
other available dissonances, and is encountered most often 
in a cadence. In the following example we find two contigu-
ous anticipations which operate in the alto so that the 
seventh of the v7 is sounded against the cadential rft and 
the third of the I is brought in against the v. 
~. 22 Ich dank' dir, lieben Herre (Bach, No.341, closi~g 
line) 
Though the anticipation is usually regarded as a device 
to strengthen the cadential formula, and is seldom encountered 
in any other capacity, w~, find a rare case in the fourth line 
of Bach's ••was main Gott will, d.as" where the entire harmoni-
zation is dominated by a series of anticipations in the tenQr 
and alto. A reversed kind of 4th species counterpoint is 
here demonstrated--an unusual ex.a.mple • 
• 
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Ex. 23 "Was mein Gott will, das" (Bach, No. 115, line 4) 
The Appoggiatura 
The appoggiatura, as -an accented discord, is an embel-
lishme~t up0n a single chord rather than one that helps to 
• 
drive.a progression forward. In this capacity it has but 
little ·use · in traditiomal chorale harmonization. An unusual 
example ,of a double appoggiatura in the alto and soprano 
against the root and third of the I triad is found in the 
Bach harmonizatiom ot "Nun ruhen alle Walder" (Bach, N0o 63)o 
This double appoggiatura is all the more rare and interest-
ing in that it is purel7 non-harmonic and therefore does 
not produce <!'>rnamentally ·'anGi>ther chord. 
Ex. 24 Nun ruhen alle Walder (Bach, No. 63) 
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Interpretations of appoggiaturas in chorale harmoniza-
ti~ns are more likely to 'be analyzed ambiguously as a chord 
tone. Bach gives us examples of this in the ninth and tenth 
lines of his harmonization of "Jesu, nun sei gepreiset." It 
is possible to interpret the appoggiaturas to the root in the 
II6 as the 7th of an incsmplete Iv7. 
Exo 25 Jeau, nun sei gepreiset (Bach, lines 9 and 10) 
When applied against the root of a cadential I~ a 
rather special appoggiatura effect comes about--a ·rrr6 re-
sults that causes the rft to be displaeea ene beat t0 the 
righto The following example from the Scheidt chorales 
illustrates this device. ·'· 0t these three illustrations in 
.Example 20, (1} is in a major key while (2) and (3) are in 
minor keys; (2} is in the tenor, (1) and (3) ~e assigned 
tG the alto. 
Exo 26 (1) Gott der Vater, wohn uns bei {Scheidt, No. 25, 
line 13) 
(2) Christum wir sollen loben schon (Scheidt, No. ~~ 
line 31 
(3) Wir glauben all an einen Gott (Scheidt, Noo 30, 
.; line 9) 
j 
II 
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The appoggiatura formation is the second measure in 
illustration (1) is matched by a similar fig~re at the same 
point in the first measure. It is worth noting that the two 
notes involved in both of these instances are the same in 
reverse ordero 
In illustration (2) the appoggiature effect is empha-
sized by being approached chromatically, bringing in a new 
key without a modulatory pivot. 
These examples illustrate the possibility of what can 
be thought of •s appoggiatura chords in much the same way as 
we woul~ achieve an ornamental chord structure through cer-
tain CQmbinations of passing-notes or auxiliary-notes. 
, 
The Eehappee 
~y unaccented discord that starts out as a passing-
note or auxiliary-note but which is left by a leap is being 
included under the general heading of echappee. Many tradi-
tional chorale harmonizations contain this fairly common 
device. Example 27 contains six illustrations showing the 
, ·, ,~ 
echappee in operation in each of tb.e four voices. 
Ex. 27 
(1) Gott der Vater, wohn rms bei (Scheidt, No. 25, line 9) 
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(2) Gott des Himmels und der ~den (Bach, No. 35, line 4) 
~ -----· 
--- -----
Illustration (1) presents an effective cross-relation 
/ ' 
created by the echappee in the bass agadnst the note in the 
tenor i~ the subsequent major triad. Illustration (2) pre-
1 I 6 
sents.the double echappee on the cadential I~ in the tenor 
and soprano which becomes in effect a sort of anticipation 
of the ~ollowing V har.monyo 
(3) ~s woll' uns Gott genadig sein (Bach, No 15, line 6) 
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(4) Wo soll ieh fliehen hin (Bach, Noo 25, line 1) 
/ / 
The eehappee proauoes a new chord ornamentally in both 
illustrations (3) and (4) and . in {3) it precedes an appoggia-
tura figure. This is, so to speak, a signific~t case of a 
progr~ssion within a progression--of ornamental dissonances 
arrange~ contiguously so as to produce a progression of orna-
mentall~ formed chords. 
(5) Ermuntre dich1 mein schwacher Geist 
II 
(Bach, No. 9, 
line 6) 
Ex. 27 (continued) 
(6) Eins ist ~otl ach Herr, dies Eine 
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(Bach, Na>o 280, 
line 2) 
The illustration (6) is especially cogent since the 
, , 
eehappee strikes with the seventh so as to combine with the 
root and third to for.m a v13. The four most important mem-
bers of the v13 are present. 
., 
II 
CHAPTER V 
CHORDS OF THE SEVENTH 
The Development Qf the Seventh Chord. Alth®ugh triads 
appe~ed as vertieal combinations during the 15th and 16th 
centuries, they were not recognized as complete chords, but 
rather as simultaneously sounded combinations of intervals 
which were a natural outgrowth of three or more voices eon-
trolled by the rules of the period. Non-harmonic tones 
appearing in this perioa occasionally produced seventh chord 
formati9ns. The two seventh chords in the following 16th 
centu~y example shew the non-harmonic character of these 
chords. · 
Ex. 28 
The b-d-f-a formation appears through the double 
passing-notes a and t in s0prano and tenor. The second 
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inversion of this b-d-f-a sonority is formed by the double 
passing-notes a and f, the progression being from g-b-d to 
e-g#-b. 
About the year 1650 composers were beginning to clas-
sify chords. During the last half of the century a stronger 
feeling for key center developed as did a larger harmonic 
vocabulary. Legitimate seventh chords began to appear al-
though composers used them sparinglyo Frequently, accented 
complete seventh chords appeared in the cadence formulas. 
This example of Samuel .Scheidt illustrates two seventh 
chords in succession. 
Ex. 29 Num lob' mein' Seel 1 , den Herren (Samuel Scheidt) 
The seventh chord built on G has its seventh prepared 
in the tenor. The f in the tenor in the first beat is the 
root of the f-a-c triad. The e in the tenor on the last beat 
is the resolution tone of the dissonant t in the g-bb-d-f 
II 
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inc.omplete seventh chord.. The B0 reaol ves to A on the first 
·beat of the last measure. The har.monie progression of the 
last two measures is I - II7 - v7 - I in the key of F major. 
The following example from a chorale setting of Samuel 
Scheidt shows two seventh chords in first inversion intro• 
duceci chromatically:· 
Ex • .30 Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland (Samuel Scheidt) 
Coming from the close of the century, this Bach exam• 
ple illustrates a v7 chord, D-F#-A-C with a 4-3 suspension: 
Ex. 31 Vors iel zu: Dies sind die Heil' 
Johann Christian Bach, 1 
Gebot 
Il•+, • ~~ '-'--FI-.w. •-:c"-•-- -;~::-·---=.-F-e. ~=-H-:-,§. :-a r~ \ '- J ~ - -tr;\_ --t-•?'J·- · M- -~,---- · -
_::..'--- --·-!-i-;.;:J .,-_, - J.;.,&.-- -. t:=======~l 
The Prepared Seventh Chord. From the study of non-
harmonic tones, the student establishes the manner in which 
dissonances may be created in relation to the simple triad 
harmonic background. It is, therefore, safe to say that the 
idea of preparing the 7th of the seventh chords ought to 
have its roots in the theory of non-har.monic tones, that an 
unessential tone must be surro~ded by essential tones. The 
unessential tone in most oases is dissonant. The 7th of a 
seventh chord is an ess;emtial dissonance. Pre-Bach examples 
of seventh chords show that 'in every case the 7th is pre-
ceded by a consonance and is resolved downward to a conson-
ance: · the dissGnant 7th must be preceded and followed by a 
consonanceo The following example illustrates this concept: 
Suspension figure Passing-note figure 
;F~ .\-• •• r-I 
J ..L _J_ 
- -r~• • 
·-
_,, I , I • 
·l 
,. :1t 
,_" __ ,• 
·- ' 
-1. • , 
' 
.., I 7 
Upper auxiliary-note figure Appoggiatura figure 
l 
·+- 1- I -- • , --- =: '\: ~ .. • \ \" I 
I 
-
-
a f P• I -•-.- r 
-r-
' 
j_ J_ \-I 
F.:'\ • .. 
-~· ... •" ·-/ I I I 
_J.. J l=: ~· -~· • ~ 
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Bach's Use or Seventh Chordso1 The rollowing illus-
tra.tes Bach's use of the diatonic seventh chords in relation 
to the complete harmonic equipment: 
Diatonic triads: 83.7% 
Diatonic seventh charas: 14.8% 
Chromaticized triads and seventh chords·: 1.5% 
The following shows the classification frequency of 
seventh chords as used by Baeh: 
1st classification: 5lo5% cv7 39% (vrr7 12.5% (most in DllLnor) 
2nd classification: 4.5 • .S% (II7 (IV7 37% 8o.5% 
Jrd classification: 2.7% (vr7 ( r7 2.6% 
.4% 
{most in majQr) 
(major only) 
4th classification: • .3% (III7 (maj0r only) 
A:n analysis of Bach's procedures reveals that in the 
use of ~oot position and inversions of the seventh chords, 
the latter are more frequent. The following proof of this 
statement illustrates the position in the bass: 
Root position 26% 
First inversion 58o5% 
Second inversion 3.% 
Third inversion 12.5% 
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Through the study of Bach's choral harmonizations, 
the student becomes aware of harmonic planning as concepts 
of highly organized motion rather than simply more or less 
arbitrary sequences of vertical chord formation. 
In lines 1, 2, and 4 respectively, of his harmoniza-
tion of 11Nun lob 1 , mein Seel 1 , den Herren" Bach approaches 
the v2 in A major in three different ways. 
EX. 33 Nun lob•, mein Seel 1 , den Herren (Bach, No.7) 
(1) 
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Exo 33 (continued) 
(2) Line 2 
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In line 1 cf illustration (1), Ex. 31, the v2 is pre-
ceded by a IV triad which is embellished by a descending 
passing-note in the alto. This note becomes the seventh of 
the i.v7. 
In (2) it is preceded by a VI triad which is embel-
lished by a descending passing-note in the Bass. The passing-
nQte here becomes a seventh in a vr2• 
In line 4, Ex. 31 (3), the V2 is preceded by a V in 
root position With passing-notes in the tenor and soprano 
6 that in passing produce a~ incomplete r4• 
In each of these illustrations the v2 chord is placed 
at the same point in the line, the fourth chord Defore the 
terminal triad I. However, in {1) and (2) the terminal I is 
that of ,A major but in ( 3) ·E major • 
. or the four illustrations that comprise Exo 31, (2) 
is unique in one respect. The passing-note operates in the 
progression to the lower triad Gnly whereas in the other 
two illustrations the passing-note devices are present in 
... 
both of the simultaneous progressions. 
The illustrations of Ex. 31 do not exhaust the possi-
bilities of progressions from a triad to a chord of the 
seveath; they merely demonstrate a reliable, analytical 
approach. The complete picture of this dissonance field 
brings a reward in terms of great har.monie resources. 
. . . 
II 
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Har.monic by-pr~ducts such as these should merit seri-
ous thought and should afford extensive starting points for 
experimentatiOno 
Example 34 shows passing-notes from root to root and 
from third to third in combinations. Of the double disaon-
ances within progressions wherein roots descend by 3rd, these 
are used most frequently. The six illustrations of this 
example demonstrate the possible two-voice placements: 
{1) Bass-tenor, {2) Bass-alto, {3) Bass-soprano, (4) Tenor-
alto, (5) Tenor-soprano, and (6) Alto-soprano. In illus-
tration . (5) only the passing-note from root to root is placed 
above the one moving from third to third. 
An intermediate chord--some form of v7--is produced 
When this combination of two simultaneously descending pass-
ing-notes is inserted into the progression III - I and the 
third of the III is doubled. This device is shown in {1), 
(2), (5), and (6) as follows: 
{1) and (2) 
(5) and (6) 
III 
III6 
I 
I 
In (4) the double passing-notes produce the following bar-
monies which are quite unusual: I 0 (III7) VI~. In (3) 
the passing-notes do not bring about an intermediate chord 
because the root of the first triad is doubled. 
' 
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Ex. 34 (1) Aeh was soll ich SUnder maohen (Bach, NG. 39, 
line 5) 
' I ( ~\ I . G M Q)Or:llii: r!/ . :r ,-" :rr, ....... Q.tc.' 
-------
(3} Herzlich lieb hab 1 ich dich, 0 Herr (Bach, No. 277, 
line 1) 
I I , 
... JZr - . t;nr: -- - .::C....L. ___ ;:m::-- -- , _- r. ·----- -- ·i~ 
.L - - - -- ·' . 
II 
-Ex. 34 (continued) . 63 
(4) Ky.rie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit (Bach, Noo 132, 
line 6) 
T 
d 
I 
-t· ---- ~-:z'(.m:;rli~.: -~} .dt. .... _ ... , ........ _ ....... -- ~1 ._ _______ , 
(5) Gott hat das ~angelium (Bach, Na. 181, line 1) 
. I 
I 
(6) Wo Gott zum Haus nicht gibt (Bach, No. 1$7, line 1) 
'11:~ .. J .--- - - - - -, ·r~: ,.J 
I ~ r- / I 1' 
.. • Ia -~ 
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Within progressions in which roots descend by 3rd, the 
inevitable descending passing-note from third to third and 
the downward ·auxiliary-note appear. Both illustrations of 
Ex. 35 share these common features: 
1. Both triads in the progression--one major and one 
minor--have the third doubling. 
2. In each case the double dissonance produces an in-
verted seventh chord in passing--in (1) in bass and alto and 
in (2) in bass and tenor. 
3o It is preceded by conspicuous lines in parallel mo-
tion i~ (1) in bass and alto and in (2) in bass and tenor. 
4~ A syncopated melody precedes or accompanies it in 
one vo~ce. In (1) in the tenor and in (2) in the alto. 
Ex. 35 (1) Mit Fried' und Freud' fahr' ioh dahin (Bach, 
No. 49, line 1+) 
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Ex. 35 {continued) 
(2) Gott sei gelobet und gebenedeiet (Bach, Nco 70, 
line 1) 
• I 
C Mcajot-z :X'(~~ 
. .· L----- ·- -
The ascending passing-note from root to fifth and the 
downward &uxilia~-note between root and third are quite 
frequently found in combination within this same triadic rela-
tionship, but usually only in two lower voices. Line six of 
Bach's narmonization of ttwerde munter, mein Gemute" is a:n 
example where it occurs in the bass and tenor. 
EXo 36 Werde munter, mein Gemute (Bach, Noo 121, line 6) 
n 1 j_ 
II 
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The combination exhibited in the above illustration, 
Ex. 36, reveals an unusual feature in that the passing-note 
between root and fifth becomes the 7th of a chord of the 
seventh, out moves upward. This directly violates the rules 
for the academically accepted downward resolution of such a 
dissonant chord memaer, a matter about which Bach ·is ordin-
arily meticulously correct. This is especially apparent 
where the upward leap in the alto from the third to the 
fifth of the III triad produces a ~ in conjunction with the 
two simultaneous discords. 
Extensive triple and quadruple dissonance formations 
are available within a progression of triads whose roots 
des;cend ·by 3rds. In the fourth line of Bach's harmonization 
of "Helf~ mir Gott's Gute preisen 11 (Bach, No. 123), three 
descending passing-notes are shown in simultaneous operation 
within the progression v6 - III6, and in conjunction with 
the fifth of the V triad they bring into being a correctly 
resolved II~ chord. 
,!'1" 
Ex. 37 Helft mir Gott 1 s Gute preisen (Bach, No. 123, line 4) 
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In. Ex. 38 we have two significant illustrations of 
two passing-nGte formulas accompanied by two different p,airs 
of passing-notes. In illustration (1) they are accompanied 
by those from root to root and third to third, while in (2) 
from root to root and root to fifth. 
Ex. 38 (1) Vater unser in Himmelreieh (Bach, No. 47, line 3) 
,. 
Cl 01'1!.. - -- ;az:::__ '~- ·-.--%' . L . ~, 
____ ,_ -k.e .,~ - - !'-~~ '!_0' -::...:'' J:!...1!t~tl~-=~-=" ~:....:::-~::r:L' -::-%.,...,-::--- ~='"""'"~~~:-::----,.,.,.. 
(2) Verleih1 uns Frieden gna diglich (Bach, No. 259, 
line 11) 
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Harmonically the double passing-notes from third to 
third and fifth to fifth are the more interesting and are 
e~countered far more frequently than the combination of pass-
ing-notes from root to root and third to thirdo Its fascina-
tion is due to the fact that they produce a chord of the 
seventh, the root of which is a 4th above the root of the 
triad supporting the passing-notes. In a briefly fleeting 
chord of the seventh produced ornamentally in this way, the 
passing-note between the two thirds is always the root while 
the one between the two fifths will invariably be the thirciio 
It is c~stomary to make this ornamental 7th chord complete 
and e~rrectly resolved by doubling the third of the triado 
As a result one of these thirds actuates the passing-note 
while the other third is sustained to provide a common tone 
with the root of the second triad. The following six illus-
trations of Ex. 39 are carried out in this manner. These 
progressions .and their ornamentally created 7th chords work 
out as follows: 
(1) B flat major: IV6 (VII7) vr6 
(2) G minor: III6 (vi7 with root raised chromatically~ 
(II~) I6 ' v • (3) G. JU.inor: VI 4 
(4) Same as (3) 
(.5) Same as (3) and (4) but serving as pivotal material in 
a modulation from C major to ~ minor. 
( 6) G major:: II cvj> Iv6 
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When the two thirds connected by a passing-note are 
in the bass, both triads will obviously be in the first 
inversiono 
(1) Jesu1 der du maine seele (Bach, No. 269, line 4) 
('2) Es stehn vor Gottes Throne (Bach, No. 166, line 7) 
.D M~or:X& . t;j)1;...~'l[6- :r6:- ~ ~7 X -1 rJt. 
s ,_ -- - - - --.L~---------=-~~- ......,~=-=---
• 
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Exo 39 (continued) 
{3) Wer weiss, wie nahe mir (Baeh, N0o 204, line 2) 
J3!_f1\~ort ;m::- 7 ~ 3:: : ;a: ' . . 
' G- Mino,.: ~ - I '$. - r ~ : -:r: :I: 
------------ ---·------- _____ L.- _-~  -- ~~¥ !'!It-~-------------·-
· (4.) Wer weiss, wie nahe mir (Bach, No. 204., line 4) 
' 
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Ex. 39 (continued) 
(5) Von Gott will ieh Richt lassen (Bach, No. 114, 
line 6) 
I. ~ • ., ~··-· D"'·:sz:= .. :-~ -- z:;. ,. 
I 
(6) Herr Gott, di ch loben wi r (Bach, No. 205, line 2) 
r .. -- .... --,-., 
• 
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When roots ascend by a third in triadic progressions, 
a great many opportunities are provided for discords to 
operate simultaneously in three or even four voices. Ex. 40 
shows passing-notes in the outside parts, an auxiliary-note 
from fifth to third in alt0 and a suspension from root to 
fifth in the tenor within the progression VI6 - I 0 which pre-
duce a dissonant structure that is actually a VII~. 
Ex. 40 Christus, der uns selig macht (Bach, No. 113, line 5) 
An exceptionally e~fective passing chord situation is 
produced by two passing-notes in the alto and soprano above 
a passing-note from root to root in the bass and an auxiliary-
note f ·rom fifth to third in the tenor within the progression 
IV - VI • ('Ex. 41 ) • 
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Ex. 41 Vater unser in Himmelreich (Bach, No. 110, clos-
ing line) 
(• 
When roots ascend by thirds in a triadic progression, 
the avAilable auxiliary notes are not often found in simul-
taneous· operation. This double dissonance effect is seldom 
encountered. Bach's harmonization of ttMun danket alle Gott," 
line 3, demonstrates this rather clearly. Two sets of dotted 
lines encase the progression. The inner line contains the 
progression v6 - VII with the two simultaneously striki?g 
auxiliary-notes, while the outer line shows this same pro-
gression somewhat more realistically as part of a longer 
passage all within the v7o The ear is more likely to enter-
tain the latter concept. From this point of view the fifth 
of the triad becomes merely a passing-note, or 7th in the V 
harmony. 
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Ex. 42 
Hun danket alle Gott (Bach, No. 330, line 3) 
--=====,.....·--- . 
Combinations Gf simultaneously striking passing-
notes and auXiliary-notes produce vertical formations that 
can be considered either as chords in their own right or 
merely as multiple discords. Analytically speaking, it ean 
always be debated if such chordal formations are put there 
intentionally or whether their c0ming into being is purely 
incidental. The following exercises illustrate triple pass-
ing-notes in the tenor, alto, and soprano parts above the 
passing-notes from root to third in the bass which produces 
a complete v7 chord in passing. 
Ex. 43 
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Singt dem Herrn ein neues Lied (Bach, No. 246, 
line 6) 
..... 
' . 
II 
CHAPTER VI 
MODULATIONS 
Modulations by Pivot Chord. A chord that is common 
to two keys joined by a modulation and that exists without 
alteration is said to be a pivot chord. This type was uti-
lized quite frequently in the chorales of Hassler, Scheidt, 
and Bacho The following example shows a modulation from E 
flat major to D minor--down a minor 2nd. In this illustra-
tion Bb-n-F is the pivot chord. It is V in the first key 
to which it modulates. 
Ex. 4!1. . 
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The twelve major triads, one on each of the twelve 
notes of the chromatic scale, are available and each ean 
serve in seven different capacities. 
I in major VI in minor 
IV in major N6 in major 
v in major N 6 in minor 
v in minor 
II 
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In Ex. 45, two illustrations from chorale harmoniza-
tions ef each of the composers cited above demonstrate their 
use of this device. 
Ex. 4.5 
' . 
. (1) Es ist Heil una kommen her (Hassler, Kirchengesangt 
No. $OJ 
F major to Bb major, up a perfect 4th or down ~ 
perfect 5th 
.JC.JJ.-.~J,___ 1-- -t--...; 
F 
Ex. 45 (continued 
(2) Benedic anima mea Dominum (Hassler, Kirchengesang, 
Noo 4o, lines 3-4) 
C major to G major, up 7/12 of an octave. 
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Ex. 45 {continued) 
{3) Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott {Scheidt, GOrlitz 
Organ Book, No. 56, line 5) 
C major to G major, up 7/12 of an octaveo . 
Ex. ~5 '(continued) 
. (4} Wo Gott zum Haus nicht &ibt sein Gunst (Scheidt, 
GOrlitz Organ Book, No. 62) 
F major to C major, up 7/12 or an octave. 
II 
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Exo 45 (continued) 
(5) Nun lob', mein Seel', den Herren (Bach, No.7, 
line 8) 
A major to E major, up 7/12 of an octave. 
(6) Vater unser im Himmelreich (Bach, No. 47, line 5) 
B major to E major, up 5/12 of an octave. _ 
In illustration (1) the pivot chord F-A-C is the I 
chord in the first key and the V chord in the new key. 
(2) shows a G-B-D pivot chord which is V in the 1st 
key and I in the 2nd. ., 
.. 
so 
Illustration {3) presents an A-C-E chord as the pivot 
and this is the VI0 chord in the 1st key and the II6 chord 
in the key ef modulation. 
Scheidt utilizes an F-A-C e:nord in. illustration <4~) 
which is I in the original key and IV in the new key. 
In illustration (5) Bach uses a VI in the 1st key for 
the pivot ehord.o This chord becomes III in the new key. 
(6) presents another excerpt from a Baeh chorale us-
ing Bb-D-F as the pivot chord. This is the I chord in the 
original key and V in the key of modulationo 
The above and following examples show that modulation 
in the. chorales has, for the most part, been confined to 
closely· related keys. 
~eh of the ~twelve minor triads likewise, can serve 
in five capacities: 
I in minor 
II in major 
VI in major 
t<!'! .... 
III in major 
IV in minor 
This principle is illustrated in the following exam-
ple 46. (1) aemonstrates its usage by Hassler, the lst and 
2nd lines of his harmonization of "Ein geistlich Lied naeh 
dem Esseno" In modulating from F major to G minor he uses 
an incomplete G-B·D chord whieh is II in the original key 
and I in the key of modulation. 
Ex. 46 
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Ein geistlieh Lied nach dem Essem (Hassler, No. 68, 
lines 1 and 2) 
::sz: ':5£ r e +c. 
Since every pair of tonics can involve four differ-
ent modulations, viz., major to major, major to minor, minor 
to min~r, and minor to major, the entire subject of modula-
tion em~races forty-fou~ relationships. This is brought 
I' \ 
about by the eleven distances of modulation multiplied by 
the four pairs of keys within each distance. · "• •• out of 
forty-four possible Modulation Relationships thirty can be 
carried out through a pivot chord, while fourteen cannot be 
1 achieved by this method." 
When there is no pivot chord two keys may be linked 
by a triad progression in an intermediate key. In the fol-
lowing example (47) Norden demonstrates this device:2 
1Norden, op. cit., p. 17. 
2Ibid. PP• 18, 19, 20o 
II 
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Exo 47 
(1) Modulating from C minor to E major whose triads 
are as follows: 
0 minor 
C Mi"~" 
• 
I II I I !$ I ~ ~ ~ Q !~ ~ ~ ?;I Co •  
-t:- . ;u:: 'IIC+ . JJ: X xz: -·· :zrr: 
E major 
eM~~ 
II I I s II 
0 
II 
:E ~ - § s 
• 
II : 
II f!F:-dh 
·- r . ;u: .J]l: :a:: -· :r: ::sz:z: :s;:n::. .. 
· (2) V in C minor to IV in E major forms the progres-
sion IV to V in D major. 
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(3) VI (enharmonieally) in C minor to IV in E majo:r 
forms the progression V te VI in C#. 
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A third modulatory device is the chromatic chord pro-
gression. The second chord. of the chromatic progression 
will establish the new key, but in no way will it bel0ng to 
the old key. Example 48 illustrates a modulation from A 
major to F# minor. At the asterisk the A major triad which 
is the I chord in A major progresses chromatically to the E# 
diminished triad which is the vrr6# in F sharp minor. This 
is the third line 0f Bach's harmonization o~ "Nun lob', mein 
Seel 1 , den Herren." 
Ex. 48 
Nun lob', mein Seel 1 , den Herren 
~! . ~ I I I 
A • .... • 
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"\. I' I • • • ,. 
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(Bach, No. 1, 
line 3) 
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Modulation t0 keys"' that have two or more a.ecidentals 
more than the original key is call~d "foreign modulation."1 
The ~ollowing Bach harmonization exemplifies this in a modu-
lation from B flat major to A flat major. At the asterisk 
1McHose, op. cit., pp. 281, 282 • 
.. 
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the Bb-D-F-Ab seventh chord is derived chromatically as a 
r7b in the key of B flat major, and it becomes a II4# in the 
key of A flat ·major. The key of A flat has two flats more 
than B flat major. This, then, is a foreign modulation. 
Exo 49 "Foreign modulation." 
Aoh Gott und Herr, wie gross und schwer (Bach, line 4) 
A~len I. MaHose gives us the following information con-
cerning "foreign tt modulations: 1 . 
1. The majority of foreign modulations occur in chorales 
which are fundamentally based on a tonic key relationship. 
2o If the basic key is major the majority of foreign modu-
lations are up a fifth to a minor key. Less frequent 
modulations are to th~. parallel tonic minor Qr dow.n a 
major second to a major key. 
3o If the basic key is minor a foreign modulation down a 
fifth to a major key and a modulation up a minor second 
to a major key are found in the chorales. 
4. The modulations to a foreign key are derived directly 
1McHose, op. cit., p. 282. 
II 
from the basic tonic key or a closel~ related key of the 
basic tonic key. 
5. The foreign modulation usually contains a chromatic 
chord progression. 
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6. In the works of Bach the beat sources for foreign modu-
lations are in the type of writing that is more or less free. 
such as fantasies or recitatives. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHORALES HARMONIZED BY ALL THREE COMPOSERS 
Chorale Hassler Scheidt Bach 
No. No. No. 
Nun Komm, der Heiden l l 28, 170 
Heiland 
Gelobet seiat Du Jesu 2 51, 160, 288 
Christ 
Vorn Himmel hoch da ko!IIID ' 6 3 46, 344 
ich her 
Chriatum wir aollen 2 56 
loben schon 
In dulci jubilo 5 6 143 
Puer natua in Bethlehem 7 7 12 
Christ der biat Tag und 60 14 245 
Licht 
Christ lag in Todeabanden 17 17 15, 184, 261, 370 
Christ iat erstanden 15 22 197 
Komm, Heiliger Geist, 21 23 69 
Herre Gott 
Gott der Vater, wohn 1 22 25 135 
una bei 
, 
Wir glauben all an einen 24 30 133 
Gott 
Vater unser in Himmelreich 25 31 47. 110, 267 
Christ unser Herr zum 23 32 66, 119 
Jordan kam 
Allein zu Dir Herr Jesu 57 33 13, 359 
Christ 
Chorale Hassler Scheidt Bach 
No. No. No. 
Jesu Christus, un ser 
Heiland, der von una 28 35 30 
Gott sei gelobet und 
gebenedeist 27 36 70 
, 
Ich dank Dir, lieber 
Herre 66 38 2, 272, 341 
Christ der Du bist der 
helle Tag 
Singen wir aus Herzens-
grund 
Durch Adams Fall ist 
67 
68 
ganz verderbt 52 
Es ist das Heil una 
kommen her 50 
Herr Christ, der einig 
Gotts sohn 58 
I Ich ruf zu Dir, Herr 
Jesu Christ 56 
Kommt her zu mir, spricht 
Gottes Sohn 52 
. , 
Ach Gott vom Himmel s~eh 
darein 29 
Es spricht der Unweisen 
Mund wohl 31 
Ein feste Burg ist un 
ser Gott 34 
I 
Erbarm Dich mein, o 
Herre Gott 36 
Es woll1 uns Gott genadig 
sein 37 
230 
109 
45 100, 126 
46 4. 290, 335 
47 101, 303 
49 71 
59 
53 3. 253. 262 
54 27 
56 20, 250, 273 
57 
58 16, 333. 352 
87 
88 
Chorale Hassler Scheidt Bach 
No. No. No. 
Nun I ' I lob, mein Siel, den 
Herren 4.0 59 7, 116, 268, 296 
Wer Gott der Herr nicht 
bei una hart 4.3 61 336 
Wo Gott zum Haus nicht 
gibt sein' Gunst 4.4. 62 157 
Aua tiefer Not schrei I 
ich z,u Dir 4.5 63 10 
An Waaserfl~aaen Babylon 4.6 65 5 
Warum betrUbst du dich, 
mein Herz 64. 66 14.5 
Erhalt'uns, Herr, bei 
Deinem Wort 53 72 72 
, 
Verleih una Frieden 
gnidiglich 54. 72 91, 215, 259 
o Herre Gott, Dein gott-
65 lich Wort 73 
Wenn mein StUndlein 
vorhanden ist 61 78 52 
Herr Gott, Dich loben wir 4.9 100 205 
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CHORALES HARMONiv,gD BY TWO OF THE FOLLOWING COMPOSERS 
Chorales Hassler Scheidt Bach 
No. No. No. 
Ein Kindelein so 
lobelich 3 8 
Mit I I fried und Freud ich 
fahr'dahin 12 49 
Da Jesus an dem Kreuze 
stund 14 13 
0 Lamm Gottes, unschuldig 16 165 
Ersehienen ist der herr-
lich Tag 18 17 
Jesus Christus unaer 
Heiland der dun Tod 18 19 
Allein Gott in der Hoh 
sei Ehr 9 24 
Herr Gott dich loben wir 49 205 
Es wird achier der letzte 
Tag herkommen 87 238 
' Dies sind die heilgin 
zehn Gebot' 28 127 
Jesaia, dem Propheten, 
48 das geschah 34 
Nun labt uns Gott dem 
Herren ' 37 251 
Nun freut euch, lieben 
51 183 Christen, g 1mein 
In Dich ha~ ich gehoffet, 
55 76. 118 Herr 
Wenn wir in hoehsten 
N8ten sein 67 68, 247 
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Chorales Hassler Scheidt Bach 
No. No. No. 
Mag ich Ungluck nicht 
widerstahn 55 68 
Herzlich tut mich ver-
lang en 77 21 
Auf meinen lieben Gott 79 304 
I I I Ich hab mein Sach Gott 
heimgestellt 82 19 
Mitten wir im Leben 
sind 83 214 
Christus, der ist mein 
Leben 85 6 
Gott hat daa Evangel! um 88 181 
0 Grober Gott von Macht 92 82 
Waehet auf, ruftuns die 
Stimme 94 179 
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TKBLE-~I 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE HARMONIZATIONS OF 
VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH 
LINE I 
N"umbe,r ~umber Number Number Number 
f'ound in f'ound in f'ound in f'ound in f'ound in 
Harmonic Techniques Hassler Scheidt Bach Bach Bach 
Chorale Chorale Chorale Chorale Chorale 
(1) (2) . ( Jl 
Variet~ in Chords 
I chord 4 4 5 5 5 
V chord 
' 
3 3 2 2 2 
-II chord 1 1 0 1 0 
III chord 0 1 0 0 0 
IV chord 0 0 0 1 0 
VII chord ~ 0 0 1 0 1 
Chords in root position 6 4 4 3 4 
Chords in 1st inversion 2 4 3 4 3 
Chords in 2nd inversion 0 1 1 1 0 
Seventh Chords 0 1 0 2 2 
Triads 8 9 8 9 8 
Number of' chord changes 1 9 1 10 8 
Variet~ in Discords 
Passing-notes 0 3 2 5 4 
*P.N. creating passing chords 0 2 0 5 0 
P.N. purely non-harmonic 0 1 2 0 4 
Auxiliary-notes 0 0 0 0 1 
Suspensions or retardations 0 1 0 0 1 
Consecutive passing-notes 0 1 0 -o 0 
Modulations 0 0 0 0 0 
it Passing-note 
·. ..0 
1\)' 
Ba.ch 
(J.) 
Baeh 
(.3) 
j 
r 
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-TABLE II 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE HARMONIZATIONS OF 
VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH 
LINE 2 
N'lll!lber · Number Number 
.found in .found in .found in 
Harmonic Techniques Hassler Scheidt Bach 
Chorale Chorale Chorale 
(ll 
Varieti in Chords 
I chord 2 5 3 
V chord 1 1 1 
II chord 2 2 2 
III chord 1 1 2 
IV chord 1 2 1 
VI chord ;. 2 0 2 
VII chord 1 1 0 
Chords in root position 1 6 5 
Chorda in 1st inver.xion 1 3 3 
Chords in 2nd inversion 0 0 1 
Seventh chords 0 2 1 
Triads 8 9 1 
Number ot chord changes 8 9 9 
Varietz in Discords 
·Passing-notes 0 4 0 
*P.No 1 s creating passing chords 0 4 0 
P.N.'s purely non-harmonic 0 0 0 
Auxiliary-notes 0 2 2 
Suspensions or retardations 0 1 0 
Modulations 2 2 2 
Return back to original key 1 0 0 
Modulates to i other keys 0 1 1 
Number Number 
.found in .found in 
Bach Bach 
Chorale Chorale 
{2) (J) 
3 2 
2 2 
1 1 
1 3 
2 1 
2 0 
0 0 
5 3 
3 5 
1 2 
0 2 
8 1 
8 9 
4 5 
0 4 
4 1 
1 0 
0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
...0 
~ 
Sac.h· 
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8och 
(..2.) 
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TABLE III 
DErAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE HARMONIZATIONS OF 
VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH 
LINE 3 
Number . Number Number 
.found in found in found in 
Harmonie Techniques Hassler Scheidt Bach 
Chorale Chorale Chorale 
(1) 
Varietx in Chords 
I chord 3 6 3 
V chord 2 3 1 
II chord 2 0 1 
III chord 0 1 1 
IV chord 1 1 2 
VI chord l 1 0 1 
VII chord 0 0 2 
Chords in root position 8 5 5 
Chords in 1st inversion 0 3 2 
Chords in 2nd or 3rd inversions 0 1 1 
Seventh chords 0 2 3 
Triads 8 7 7 
Number o.f chord changes 8 8 9 
Varietz in Discords 
Pas sing-notes 0 5 6 
P.N. 1 s creating passing-chords 0 4 6 
P.No's purely non-harmonic 0 1 0 
Auxiliary-notes 0 1 1 
Suspensions or retardations 0 2 0 
Modulations 2 2 2 
Return to original key 0 0 0 
Modulates to other keys 1 1 1 
Number Number 
found in found in 
Bach Bach 
Chorale Chorale 
(2) · (3) 
3. 3 
2 2 
2 0 
1 1 
2 1 
2 1 
1 0 
7 6 
4 2 
0 1 
2 2 
7 8 
9 8 
6 6 
6 1 
0 5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
'-0 
0' 
Line. +. t--: 
l1 a.E.!Iler 
~: ~ 
(¥ ,;:, aj or: :r 
Bac.h 
(1) ' 
.Bach 
(.1j 
J J 
f ~f· 
J J 
fh: ·r :lZ:. 
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TABLE IV 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE HARMONIZATIONS OF 
VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH 
LINE 4 
Number ·• Number Number 
£ound in :round in found in 
Harmonic Techniques Hassler Scheidt Bach 
Chorale Chorale Chorale 
(1} 
Varietl in Chords 
I chord 4 4 3 
V chord 2 2 2 
II chord 1 1 0 
IV chord 2 1 1 
VI chordl 0 3 2 
VII chord } 0 0 1 . 
Chords in root position 7 7 6 
Chords in 1st inversion 1 2 3 . 
Chords in 2nd inversion 0 1 0 
Chords in )rd inversion 0 0 0 
Seventh chords 0 2 2 
Triads 8 10 7 
Number of chord changes 8 12 9 
Variety in Discords 
Passing Notes 0 3 2 
P.N.•s creating passing-chords 0 2 2 
P.N.•s purely non-harmonic 0 1 0 
Auxiliary-notes 0 2 1 
Suspensions or retardations 0 3 2 
Modulations 1 1 2 
Return to original key 0 0 0 
Modulate to other keys 1 1 2 
Number Number 
found in found in 
Baeh Bach 
Chorale Chorale 
(2) '(3) 
3 4 
2 3 
1 2 
2 . 0 
0 1 
1 3 
6 8 
3 1 
0 1 
0 3 
2 6 
7 8 
10 13 
1 4 
1 2 
0 2 
1 2 
1 0 
2 2 
0 0 
2 2 
...0 
0? 
,· 
I a I I ' I 
.,_ 
r r r Hassle,. J 
. I I 
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TKBLE- Y 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE HARMONIZATIONS OF 
VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH 
LINE 5 
Number . Nll.Iqber Number 
.found in .found in .found in 
Harmonic Techniques Hassler Scheidt Bach 
Chorale Chorale Chorale 
(ll 
Varietz in Chords 
I chord 5 6 3 
V chord 2 4 2 
II chord 0 0 1 
III chord 1 2 0 
IV chord 1 1 <l 1 
VI chord } 2 1 1 
VII chord 0 0 1 
Chords in root position 8 5 6 
Chords in 1st inversion 1 3 2 
Chords in 2nd and 3rd inversion 0 1 1 
Seventh chords 0 2 3 
Triads B 8 6 
Number o.f chord changes 8 9 10 
Varietz in Discords 
Passing-notes 0 4 6 
P.N.'s creating passing chords 0 4 4 
P.N. 1 s purely non-harmonic 0 0 2 
Auxiliary-notes 0 1 1 
Suspensions or retar~ations 0 2 0 
Modulations 2 2 2 
Return to original key 0 0 0 
Modulate to other keys 1 1 1 
Number Number 
.found in .found in 
Bach Bach 
Chorale Chorale 
(2) . (J) 
4 5 
3 3 
0 1 
0 0 
1 1 
1 3 
1 0 
8 6 
2 4 
2 3 
5 6 
7 8 
9 10 
6 6 
6 1 
. 0 5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
1 1 
._, 
0 
0 . 
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-TABLE VI 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE HARMONIZATIONS OF 
VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH 
LINE 6 
Number . Number Nwnber 
f'ourid in f'ound in f'ound in 
Harmonic Techniques Hassler Scheidt Bach 
Chorale Chorale Chorale 
(1~ . 
Varietl in Chords 
I chord 5 4 3 
V chord 1 1 2 
II chord 1 2 0 
III chord 0 1 0 
IV chord 2 1 3 
VI chord l 2 1 0 
VII chord 0 2 1 
Chords in root position 8 6 6 
Chords in 1st inversion 0 6 3 
Chords in 2nd and Jrd inversion 0 0 1 
Seventh chords 0 3 5 
Triads 8 12 6 
Number of' chord changes 8 1J 11 
Varietz in Discords 
Passing-notes 0 2 4 
P.N.•s creating passing-chords 0 2 3 
P.N.•s purely non-harmonic 0 0 1 
Auxiliary-notes 0 1 1 
Suspensions or retardations 0 2 0 
Modulations 1 l 2 
Return to original key 1 1 1 
Modulate to other keys 0 0 1 
Number Number 
f'ound in f'ound in 
Bach Bach 
Chorale Chorale 
(2} . {J} 
4 3 
3 2 
1 1 
2 0 
2 3 
1 0 
0 2 
10 6 
4 3 
2 1 
0 4 
9 7 
12 12 
6 2 
6 2 
0 0 
0 3 
1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 
...... 
0 
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(1) P. N. Alto 
(2) P. N. Tenor 
(3) P. N. Bass 
(4) Auxiliary-note 
in Alto 
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10.3 
(5) Auxiliary-ftote, Tenor (9) Anticipation, Bass 
( 6) Auxiliary-note Bass (10) Echappel, Al t@ 
(7) Anticipation, Alto (11) Echappee, Tenor 
(8) Antieipati0n1 Tenor (12) Echappee, Bass 
(1) P. N. Alto 
(2) P. N. Tenor 
(3) P. N. Bass 
(4) Au.xiliary ... note 
in Alto 
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(5) Auxiliary- note, Tenor (9) Anticipation, Bass (6) Auxiliary-note Bass (10) Echappe~, Alto 
(7) Anticipation, Alto (11) Echappee, Tenor 
(8) Anticipation, Tenor (12) Echappee, Bass 
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(2) P. ~I • Tenor 
(.3) p . It •·. ss 
(4) Auxiliary- note 
in Alto 
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{8) Antioip ;:.ion• Te or (12) Ech pp 1 Bass 
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(5} Auxiliary-nGte, Tenor (9) hticipa;tion, Bass 
(6) Auxiliar.y-note, Bass (10) Eehappee, A1t0 
(7) Anticipation, .Altf> (11) Eehappee, Tener 
(8) Anticipation, Tener (12) Eehappee, Bass 
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(9 ) ·Antieipm1on, Bass 
(10 ) Echappee, Alto 
(11) Echappee, Tenor 
(12) Echappee, Bass 
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(l) ·.., r • Alto (5) Auxil:tery-note~ Tenor ( ) Anti.cip ~.~ion, · ss 
(2) P. N. Tenor (6) Awdliary-note, Bass (10) Eohappce', Alto 
(3) P. N. E ae (7} Anticir> tion, Alto {11) Echappee,. Tenor 
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